
We can help tame the complexities  
of revenue cycle management
Your revenue cycle management (RCM) needs are unique. That’s why MatrixCare  
lets you customize every detail of your RCM setups. But maintaining those  
setups as regulations change can create a burden for your staff. By using Training  
Assurance Plus, you can let MatrixCare take on the work of maintaining your  
RCM setups, so your staff can focus on other priorities. Here are some examples.
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Physician fee schedule rate updates
As CMS updates rates quarterly, MatrixCare can  
help you keep your therapy rates up to date for  
proper reimbursement so you collect the correct 
revenue for services you provide. 

Area wage modifiers
These rates are updated every October 1. With  
minimal input from you, MatrixCare can update  
your Medicare A rates to help ensure accurate billing.

Sequestration deduction percentage
We can help make sure your system is set up to  
reduce Medicare revenue upfront for mandatory  
sequestration payment reductions. 

OTA/PTA payment reduction
Making sure this setting is up to date helps reduce  
payment for occupational and physical therapy  
services that are furnished by PT or OT assistants.

Incentive payment multiplier (IPM)
This IPM is applied directly to a facility’s adjusted  
federal per diem rate. We can help make sure your  
IPM is up to date for accurate revenue calculations. 

Room rate changes
With some basic information, we can help you  
keep up with room rate changes, whether those are  
annual or quarterly updates, changes to the base rate,  
or payer rate changes. 

Ancillary rate changes and additions
We can help keep your non-therapy rates up to date  
so your team is billing ancillary charges accurately.  
We can also add new ancillaries, attach payer coverage, 
and pricing. 

New payor builds
If you’ve contracted with new payors recently, we can 
add them to your setup so you can bill them electronically. 

Payor alias setups
We can help make sure you claims are mapped  
to the correct payor in your claims management  
module to decrease paper claim submissions and  
improve processing times.

GL additions
We can add new charts of accounts and link them  
into the setups.
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